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Flight

From arriving at NASA within days after graduation to playing a key role
in Shuttle design, Stacie (Bennett) Cox ’00 knows how to dream big.
by Sharyn Kopf

A young reporter gets the chance of a lifetime — the inside scoop on
a gravity-defying ride across a sunset sky.
by Rachel Ganong ’05

You remember him from basketball games: waving to fans, cheering with
the crowd, and buzzing around the court. But did you ever hear his story?
by Carol Lee ’96

Michael Davis ’90 uses his films to help his viewers think critically and
to remind them of the reason they celebrate Christmas.
by Mark Kakkuri ’93 and Julianne Sandberg ’08
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Cedarville University is a Christ-centered
learning community equipping students
for lifelong leadership and service through
an education marked by excellence and
grounded in biblical truth.

www.cedarville.edu
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what’s abuzz

your source for what’s new and exciting at

Cedarville University

Student Satisfaction at an All-time High
“When you come
here, you’re not
merely enrolling
in a school —
you’re joining
a family.”
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Let’s face it — we live in a time of unrest and dissatisfaction. We’ve all heard the complaints:
“Stocks are too low,” “The earth is too warm,” and “My DVR will record only two shows at a time.”
There seems to be a lot of grumbling going on these days.
But not at Cedarville! And no, that’s not just an opinion. It’s cold, hard facts from the 2007–08
Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory. Out of 98 individual items, Cedarville outranked average
scores for schools in the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities on 97 of them.
Of course, this is no accident, and it was no surprise. According to Dr. Carl Ruby ’83, vice president
for student life, one word describes the University’s approach to student satisfaction: intentional.
“We have a culture here that values quality,” shared Dr. Ruby. “We’ve made a deliberate effort
to listen to our students’ input.”
For organizational communication major Hali Buck ’09, it’s all about that personal touch. “The staff
and faculty give up their time to help us in our education,” she said. “Cedarville definitely has a
family atmosphere.”
English major Asheritah Oana ’10 said, “My two years at Cedarville have only confirmed what I
felt the first day I walked on campus: When you come here, you’re not merely enrolling in a school —
you’re joining a family.”
Nevertheless, “being intentional about student satisfaction isn’t just about being market-driven,”
Dr. Ruby said, “and it doesn’t take away from the unique dynamics of the academic enterprise. It’s about
modeling a quest for excellence in all we do, even in the way we provide services like housing, health
care, or advising.”

wh at’s abu zz

Music Professor Prepares for Flight
Having wanted to fly since the first day he laid eyes on Model Airplane News in his
elementary school library, Dr. Bruce Curlette, professor of music, now builds model
airplanes in his spare time.
“I fly strictly for fun,” shared Dr. Curlette. “After working six or more months on it,
you take this creation to the field, crank up the engine, point it down the runway,
take off, and fly! It’s very satisfying to see all your work come to fruition like that.”
Dr. Curlette also serves as president of the Miami Radio Control Flying Club
(www.mrcflyer.org), located on a 600-acre farm in Xenia, Ohio. The 66-member
club includes everyone from WWII veterans to junior high students.

chapel report

Persecuted Evangelist Visits Campus
Brother Yun, Chinese evangelist and author of the books
The Heavenly Man and Living Water, spoke at Cedarville in
September. He shared his testimony of being imprisoned,
beaten, and tortured for his unwavering faith in God. After
many years of increased persecution, Brother Yun escaped
from a maximum security prison and eventually made his way
to the Western world to share his testimony and challenge
Christians to live out a passionate commitment to Jesus Christ.

Authentic praise. A community gathering. Challenging speakers.
Some things never change. Meet a few of the guests who spoke in chapel during the past
few months. Listen to archived chapel broadcasts at www.ThePath.fm.
Voddie Baucham, Jr. (August 19–21, 2008)
Senior Pastor of Grace Family Baptist Church, Spring, Texas
www.gracefamilybaptist.net
Rob Turner (August 26–27, 2008)
Senior Pastor of Apex Community Church, Kettering, Ohio
www.apexcommunity.net
Paul Dixon (September 2–3, 2008)
Chancellor of Cedarville University
www.cedarville.edu
John Blodgett (September 4, 2008)
Senior Pastor of First Baptist Church, Bristol, Indiana
www.fbcelkhart.org
Mark Wagner (September 9, 2008)
President of Northwest Baptist Seminary, Tacoma, Washington
www.nbs.edu

Crown Financial Ministries (September 24–25, 2008)
Organization teaching biblical financial principles,
Gainesville, Georgia
www.crown.org
Jason Malone ’98 (October 1, 2008)
Pastor of Summit Church, Greenville, South Carolina
www.summitupstate.org
Michael Easley (October 22–23, 2008)
President Emeritus of Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, Illinois
www.moody.edu
Craig Miller ’79 (October 29–30, 2008)
Senior Pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Cedarville, Ohio
www.gracecedarville.org
Jim Jeffery (November 12–13, 2008)
President of Baptist Bible College, Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania
www.bbc.edu

Ceda rville Universit y
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Cedarville Welcomes Pharmacy Dean
Cedarville is pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Marc A. Sweeney as the founding dean of the
School of Pharmacy. Building on Cedarville’s strength in the health sciences, he will lead the development of
a Christ-centered pharmacy program that includes a department of pharmaceutical
sciences and a department of pharmacology practice.
“He will lead the
Dr. Sweeney comes to Cedarville from The University of Findlay where he most
recently served as an associate professor and chair of pharmacy practice. He was part development of a
of the leadership team that began The University of Findlay’s School of Pharmacy.
Christ-centered
In addition, he has participated in numerous professional endeavors, most notably
pharmacy program.”
serving on the board of trustees for the Ohio Pharmacists Association and the
Centers for Osteopathic Research and Education.
He received his bachelor of science in pharmacy from Ohio Northern University and his doctor of pharmacy
from The Ohio State University. Dr. Sweeney also completed an Academic Leadership Fellowship at the Ohio
University College of Osteopathic Medicine and a master of divinity from Southwest Bible College and Seminary.
“Dr. Sweeney will help us create a vibrant program,” said Dr. Bill Brown, Cedarville president, “one that will
competently equip individuals to bring their biblical, moral convictions to the complicated issues of the
pharmaceutical profession.”
At maturity, the School of Pharmacy will include a dean, assistant dean, two department chairs, and 25 faculty
members. Undergraduate prepharmacy enrollment began this past fall. Pending accreditation, the four-year
professional pharmacy program will begin in 2012.

student stats
How many miles do students travel to attend Cedarville?

18%

29%

53%

0–250 miles*
250–500 miles
500+ miles
*37% of the student
body is from Ohio.
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January 9–11

HeartSong
Lake Ann, Michigan

cu on the road

January 18

Lifeline Players
Columbus, Ohio

January 18

The Master’s Puppets
Piqua, Ohio

January 23

The Master’s Puppets
Waverly, Ohio

February 6–8

HeartSong
Lake Ann, Michigan

Gospel According to OneVoice
Inspire recently chatted with OneVoice Gospel Choir Director Justin Spann ’06 about this
one-of-a-kind opportunity.
What is unique about OneVoice?
It is the only choir at Cedarville that does not require an audition. Also, it provides an
opportunity to learn about different perspectives on musical expression. OneVoice is evidence
of the University’s commitment to diversity and the student body’s desire for it. We had as
many as 130 students participate last year, reflecting their appreciation of a diverse presentation
of worship music.
What kind of students participate?
Typical OneVoice students enjoy music, first of all. Usually more adventurous, they
want to experience something new and different. They’re friendly and are often found
singing loudly in Chuck’s!
What are some events the choir participates in?
OneVoice is part of the National Association for Collegiate Gospel Choirs. Last April, 14
members of the choir attended the association’s Leadership Summit in Huntsville, Alabama,
and contributed to a live recording with some of gospel music’s top artists. They also take
part in many on-campus events, including chapel.
What kinds of music do you perform?
We try to find something that appeals to everyone, singing our fair share of gospel music
but also Christian contemporary, praise and worship, and the occasional anthem, hymn,
or rap. What matters most is that the lyrics are filled with biblical truth and give honor
and praise to our God while also being fun to sing and hear. Worshipping God should be
something we all enjoy.

February 12

Dr. Bill Brown
Birmingham, Alabama

February 13–15

HeartSong
Lake Ann, Michigan

February 15

Concert Chorale
Indianapolis, Indiana

February 22

HeartSong
Miamisburg, Ohio

March 14

Dr. Bill Brown
Des Moines, Iowa

March 15

Jazz Band
Clyde, Ohio

March 15

HeartSong
McCordsville, Indiana

For more events and information,
visit www.cedarville.edu/events.
(All dates are subject to change.)

w h at’s ab u zz

Cedarville Ranks in Region’s Top Five
Quality faculty and students along with rigorous academic programming have once again
led to top-tier ranking for Cedarville.
The editors of U.S.News & World Report ranked the University
fourth in the Midwest region among baccalaureate colleges for
2009. The annual rankings appeared in the magazine’s August
25, 2008, issue and are also available at www.usnews.com.
U.S.News used peer assessment and objective factors such
as graduation rates, class size, and student/faculty ratio to
determine the rankings.
“Academic excellence is a significant component of Cedarville’s mission,”
shared Dr. Bill Brown, Cedarville president. “We are extremely pleased by this
positive, independent evaluation of our quality and value.”
Cedarville ranked fourth in the Midwest overall and finished at or near the
top of the region in several areas. For example, Cedarville’s percentage of freshmen
who graduated in the top quarter of their high school class was among the highest
at 65 percent. The University’s 74 percent graduation rate was second highest in the
Midwest. And Cedarville was in the Midwest’s top five for its freshman retention rate
of 83 percent.

yellow jacket sports
Lady Jackets Soccer Excels On and Off the Field
The Cedarville women’s soccer team is
nearing the end of one of its most successful
seasons, having won 10 matches for the
first time in four years. The prolific scoring
from forward Kelly Wise ’10 and the addition
of several talented newcomers have
contributed significantly to this success.
Kelly, a junior multi-age physical
education major from Mohnton,
Pennsylvania, has been a dominating force
on offense. Despite missing several games
because of a serious knee injury, she still
leads the team in scoring with 14 goals.
When asked about the team’s success,
Kelly is quick to give the credit to the Lord
and her teammates. “The returning players
have come together as a team and built on
the foundation of last year’s squad,” she said.
“A huge factor is the incredible group of
freshmen God has brought. They have
blended well into the program.”
The coaching staff and captains have
made a dedicated effort to create a strong
and unified team. As co-captain, Kelly

6
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explained, “We grow together in a weekly
Bible study, and our prayer partners help
build a solid foundation of love and concern
for our teammates. The upperclassmen
have taken a special interest in helping the
freshmen adjust to the college game and
sense their importance to the team.”
Kelly has used her injury as an
opportunity to display that God is in control
of all things. Despite having to watch from
the sidelines, she has been an encouraging
force to her teammates.
After Cedarville, Kelly hopes to continue
using her passion for soccer, either on
the mission field or in an organized sports
ministry in the U.S. “My desire is to be
involved in soccer missions and use it as
a ministry to tell others about God,”
she said.
But until that happens, Kelly hopes to
return to the field to lead the talented team
in a postseason run toward the National
Christian College Athletic Association
national tournament.

January

campus events

17

STEPS

23–24

High School Leadership
Conference

30

Masterworks Concert

30–31

Alumni Basketball Weekend

31

Nursing Day

February
5–7, 12–14

Winter Play, My Fair Lady

13

Leeland Concert

13–14

Li’l Sibs Weekend

14

Engineering and Computer
Science Day

19–21

Music Showcase

21

STEPS

23–24

Evangelism Celebration

March
13

CU Friday

13–14

CedarMania

New Center Opens Doors and Shines the Light
Demonstrating Cedarville’s deep-rooted commitment to the authority of God’s Word, the University formally
dedicated the Center for Biblical and Theological Studies (CBTS) on Friday, October 3. As part of the 2008
Homecoming festivities, the dedication attracted many alumni, friends, and donors to campus.

21

ACSI Art and Music Festivals

27

Pops Concert

The CBTS represents 10 years of thoughtful planning and a long-held dream to provide a home for the
University’s biblical education department. In addition, The Cove, an academic enrichment center located
on the second floor, serves students’ educational needs.

28

The Center was intentionally designed to draw on natural light with a wall of glass windows in the atrium.
“I am the light of the world,” a direct quote of Jesus from John 8:12, serves as the building’s theme.

For more events and information,
visit www.cedarville.edu/events.
(All dates are subject to change.)

“The Bible is very clear about the power of the Word of God,” shared keynote speaker Dr. David Jeremiah ‘63,
senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community Church in El Cajon, California. The classes taught inside the
CBTS prepare students to communicate the power of God’s Word to the world.
Dr. Jeremiah concluded his dedication address by asking, “Is there anything we have greater than the Bible?
Is there anything greater than training young men and women and equipping them with the light of the world?”
To view additional photos and learn more about the CBTS, visit www.cedarville.edu/cbts.

Junior Jam

overhe a rd

What is your
favorite Cedarville
travel memory?
Journeying to and from campus can certainly
be an adventure — and it makes for some great
memories. Whether traveling on an MIS team,
a choir tour, a spring break road trip, or a visit
home, half the fun is getting there!
During a Concert Chorale tour one year, I wore royal blue shoes that would
leave dye on my feet. While staying with a host family, their four-year-old
daughter wanted to know if I was a Smurf. I opened my eyes wide and
whispered, “Yes, but it’s our little secret.” She looked at her mom and said,
“See, I told you so!”
Jodi (Wilson) Miklas ’90, Mercer, Pennsylvania

When our car broke down coming back from Easter break, we decided to
seek help at what we thought was a local campground. We soon discovered
we had jumped the fence into a nudist colony!
Stacey (Wires) Klotzbach ’95, Warren, Ohio

On a Swordbearers trip to Jamaica in 1981, I received a wicked sunburn
on Doctor’s Cove Beach — on Christmas Day!
Paul Hayes ’84, Port Orchard, Washington

8
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The day after graduation, I flew with Dr. Blumenstock ’63
and an excited group of students to visit Greece, Egypt,
Turkey, and Israel. Whether hiking up Mount Sinai at 3 a.m.,
savoring warm breezes from the Sea of Galilee, sweltering
inside a pyramid, sipping cappuccino at the Parthenon,
or touching the time-worn stones of the Wailing Wall,
this hands-on trip forever changed how I read the Bible.
Sandy (Bennett) McKinney ’00, Statesville, North Carolina

While touring in the Czech Republic with the Concert
Chorale, I shared Christ with a clerk in our hotel. I was
disappointed when we left the next day because he had not
yet made a decision. But I was excited to learn that another
member of the Chorale talked with him later and he received
Christ that same night!
Bethann (Mohn) Greenawalt ’96, Lititz, Pennsylvania

My trips from Cedarville to Des Moines, Iowa, were always
eventful, but none had greater impact on my life than the trip
where I met my future wife. A girl named Robin (Stockham) ’86
had room for me in her van, and we talked a great deal
on that 12-hour trip. We’ve now been married 19 years.
Steve Walter ’87, Des Moines, Iowa

Over a spring break tour with the Kingsmen Quartet, we
had a flat tire — and no spare. We tried to cancel our Sunday
evening concert, but they waited for us to get there, even
though we arrived two hours after the service started!
Brian Bales ’93, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

When my friend Sara and I had to stay behind in Miami
for a day while the rest of the volleyball team flew to the
Dominican Republic, our coach gave us money for food and
a hotel. We didn’t realize how much fun it would be, even
though we had to go through customs by ourselves!

As our MIS team
was headed to
Australia, our
flight attendants
discovered that
we were a college
singing group
and invited us
to stand and
sing in the aisles.
Even though
the batteries in
our boom box
ran out, the
passengers
clapped politely
at our a cappella
performance.
Sharon (Whitford) Shearer ’83,
Stevens, Pennsylvania

Lori (Royal) Morton ’95, Hoopeston, Illinois

Question for the next issue:

What was your most embarrassing moment as a new Cedarville student?
Send your answer to Alumni Relations, 251 N. Main St., Cedarville, OH 45314, or e-mail alumni@cedarville.edu.
Selected responses will be printed in the spring issue of Inspire. Deadline for entries is January 15, 2009.

C eda rville Universit y
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Houston, We Have
by Sharyn Kopf

Just try telling Stacie (Bennett) Cox ’00 you can’t dream big. If anything, the Texas resident believes
in dreaming on a cosmic level. It started before she even graduated from Cedarville, when she went after her
ideal job — and got it. Stacie currently holds the title of project manager for avionics sustaining engineering in
her organization at NASA. And she is proving to others — and herself — just what people can accomplish when
they put their minds to it.
The electrical engineering major always wanted to work with the space program, considering it her end
goal as far as a job was concerned. Her timing couldn’t have been more perfect.
“I got wind during my senior year that NASA was lifting its current hiring freeze,” she said. “Career services
sent an e-mail to engineering majors asking if anyone wanted their resume sent. I also submitted one through
a friend whose dad worked there. So my resume made its way to two different organizational branches.”
It wasn’t long before Stacie received two phone calls that led to an interview. She flew down in May of
2000 to meet with the Electronic Design and Development Branch in the Avionic Systems Division. But when
she talked to the supervisor, she learned that, unfortunately, he had not yet received the authority to hire for

10
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a Vision
the job. So instead, Stacie decided to accept a position at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.
She also enrolled in and received a scholarship to the Air Force Institute of Technology.
But the Monday after graduating from Cedarville, Stacie
headed in another direction.
Remember the supervisor at NASA who couldn’t hire her yet?
Apparently, the approvals he needed came through because he
called Stacie while she was on a post-graduation vacation and
offered her a job. That August she moved to Houston. She started
out doing basic research and design for several years, moving from
project to project until she was, finally, put on a true flight project.
“After the Columbia accident,” she said, “we had a ‘return to
flight’ effort. The next three flights tested the new capabilities for inspection and damage detection.
It was a concentrated effort to return the Space Shuttle Program to safe operation.”

“she is proving to others –
and herself – just what
people can accomplish when
they put their minds to it.”

Ce da rville Universit y
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Stacie’s role was to work on the Orbiter Boom Sensor System
(OBSS), a long stick with sensors on the end that attaches to the
Shuttle arm. It’s used on every mission to take 3-D laser imagery
of the Shuttle’s surfaces, allowing astronauts, engineers, and image
analysts to check for damage on ascent and to clear the Shuttle
for re-entry. As her skills and knowledge became more necessary,
Stacie saw her responsibilities on the project evolve. She was named
sub-system manager for one of the laser sensors and led that team
from the development phase through successful flight operation.
In fact, it became clear, over the years, that Stacie’s strength
was in management. She tried design for awhile, but her naturally
outgoing and social personality made the isolation of such work
difficult. “I’d rather be up and out,” she said, “overseeing technical
work and managing the various aspects of a project, including
requirements, documentation, budget, and schedule.”
While at NASA, Stacie met her husband, Gary, who works in the
International Space Station Avionics and Software Office. When she
was working as project manager for the OBSS, she gave birth to their
son, Taylor. Two months later she was back on the job … this time as
project manager for avionics sustaining engineering. That means she
manages all of the flight hardware her division maintains for both the
Shuttle program and the International Space Station program.
“The coolest thing I’ve experienced so far,” said Stacie, “is seeing
hardware I’ve helped develop being used in space. The OBSS was
the number one ‘return to flight’ project and was featured on the
news. I’d see it on CNN and say, ‘I did that.’”
Her years at Cedarville provided Stacie with many of the dayto-day skills she needs to be successful. At Cedarville, Stacie learned
how to take a design from start to finish, manage a budget, and
work on a team. She especially appreciates the team aspect of
her schooling.
“You don’t always get to pick your team,” she remarked. “You and
your project are only as good as the team you’re on and how well you
work together.”
For Stacie, working on a project means all team members must
participate and pull their own weight in order to be successful.
Everyone must also be willing to help out the others when they
are struggling. “Never let yourself become so important that you
aren’t willing to get your hands dirty to get the
job done,” Stacie said. “It’s also important
to pay attention to the strengths and
weaknesses of each team member when

Stacie (Bennett) Cox ‘00,
project manager for avionics
sustaining engineering at
NASA, tries out the
commander’s seat of a
space Shuttle orbiter.

12
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Another NASA Connection
Each year Cedarville students compete in the prestigious Ohio Space Grant
Consortium — part of the NASA National Space Grant College and Fellowship
Program. The Consortium awards scholarships to students pursuing degrees in
the disciplines of math, science, and engineering.
In order to receive a scholarship, students commit to doing research with a
faculty mentor. The content of the research is broad but generally focuses on
areas of interest to NASA, such as space exploration, specialty materials, and
data collection systems. Naturally, NASA looks for the best of today’s collegians
upon whom to bestow this honor.
Two groups of Cedarville students took
part in the 2008 Consortium, and seven
students received scholarships. For more
information on the Ohio Space Grant
Consortium, visit www.osgc.org.

assigning tasks.” While at NASA, Stacie has worked on various
projects with different products, but she has discovered that the
principles of participating as a team are the same, regardless of the
job at hand.
Stacie is grateful for what Cedarville taught her about ethics and
figuring out where people are coming from based on their worldview.
Working at NASA has reminded Stacie how much her Christian
identity should influence her work environment. “Part of being a
Christian is being a good employee,” she said.
Stacie pursued her vision of working at NASA. And yes, she saw
it realized within days of graduating from Cedarville. But for her,
reaching for the stars simply means seeking God’s will for her life. i
Stacie (Bennett) Cox ’00 lives with her husband, Gary, and their children,
Kevin (16), Kayla (14), and Taylor (1), in Houston, Texas. You may contact her
at tamuville-2000@yahoo.com.
Sharyn Kopf enjoys her role as senior writer for the public relations department at
Cedarville. She has worked previously as a newspaper reporter and
spent more than seven years as an award-winning radio
writer for Focus on the Family. You may contact her
at skopf@cedarville.edu.

High Notes

Major Dan Price ’84 certainly knows how
to make music soar! And what could be
a better venue than serving as commander
and conductor of the United States Air Force
Band of Mid-America? Stationed at Scott Air
Force Base in Illinois, just east of St. Louis,
the band is comprised of up to 50 full-time
professional musicians.
“Our goal is to help build relationships,”
Dan said. “We work to affect the way the public
sees the Air Force. Sometimes that’s as simple
as reinforcing patriotism or, when we travel to other countries,
presenting global ideals such as freedom and peace.”
A music education major, Dan joined the Air Force in 1995
after teaching high school for six years. In 1996, he received his
doctorate in choral conducting from the University of Cincinnati’s
College-Conservatory of Music. Dan credits Dr. Lyle Anderson ’70,
professor of music at Cedarville, with first moving him toward his
current career.
“Dr. Anderson was part of the reason I got into choral music,” he
said. “I appreciated his inspiration and leadership. In fact, Cedarville
was instrumental in shaping me as a musician. The professors pushed
me toward excellence, not only as a musician but also as a Christian.”
Next summer, Dan and one of his popular music ensembles will
take that excellence to Qatar, where they will spend four months not
only traveling and entertaining our military troops but also improving
international relations. “We
use music to change the way
Westerners are perceived,”
Dan concluded. “Music
creates a bond between
listeners and performers.”

Dan and his wife, Shawnie (Booher),
who attended Cedarville from 1979
to 1981, live in O’Fallon, Illinois, with
their son, Ian (15). You may contact
Dan at daniel.price@scott.af.mil.

Join Women
for Scholarship
and make a
difference in
students’ lives!
Women for Scholarship is a new
organization working to provide real
help for students with exceptional
financial need.
By hosting a series of fundraising events
throughout the year, this group of CU
mothers, grandmothers, alumni, and
friends provides financial assistance that
allows deserving students to complete
their education at Cedarville.

There are several ways you can
be involved!
• Become a member that assists
with WFS events

• Become a sponsoring member
that underwrites WFS events

• Attend WFS events and
contribute toward
Cedarville scholarships
Membership fees*:
$15

One-year membership for
seniors (65+)

$25

One-year membership

$250 Lifetime membership

*Annual membership fees cover operating
expenses so all event proceeds can
benefit scholarships.

To learn more, visit
www.cedarville.edu/wfs.

WFS Executive Committee
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when I pulled that navy blue coverall over my jeans did I start to grasp what it meant to fly in an F/A-18
with the Blue Angels.
It was the fall of 2007. The dark suit embroidered with “Blue Angels VIP” in gold letters marked
me as a chosen one that day on the tarmac at Naval Air Station Brunswick, a military base in the coastal
Maine town where I work. This was by far my most thrilling assignment since I started working as a
newspaper reporter after graduating from Cedarville in 2005.
Sure, I’d been reporting for two years at this point, but never had I been given an assignment like
this one. With the Navy’s F/A-18 aeronautics squad coming to town as part of an air show at the base,
I was about to hitch a demo ride with a Blue Angels pilot and then write a story about the flight to
publicize the show.
As I waited for my turn, someone next to me remarked, “I’d spend three months in the hospital to
fly with them.” Ahead of me, a no-longer-enthusiastic Associated Press reporter hoisted his airsick frame
from the cockpit.
At last it was my chance. I climbed the ladder into the narrow cockpit, awed by the sophisticated
equipment around me, ignorant of the laws of physics dictating the flight ahead of me, but ready to test
them both.
Not one, but two crew members underscored my inexperience by strapping me into the jet seat and
showing me how to avoid ejecting it, or going on “the bonus ride,” as they called it.
Then pilot Major Nathan Miller, a tall, blonde Michigander with electric blue eyes, walked toward
the jet and hopped in. Talking to him earlier, I had learned this was his fifth and final flight of the day,
and with the promise of a setting sun, it looked to be a beautiful one.
We taxied down the runway. The engines flared on military power until Major Miller released the
brake, and we careened down the airstrip. “Hit it,” he said, and the jet yanked up at a 45-degree angle.
First the runway, then the base, then Brunswick fell away … and another world opened before me.

dangling
from monkey bars over the

“ I felt like I was

prettiest playground I’d ever seen.”

Photo credit: Troy Bennett at The Times Record

Mountains flanked the western horizon, waterways threaded
a landscape patched with forests and fields, and the sun glazed
everything a deep red.
Meanwhile, Major Miller talked about G-force, knots, and
maneuvers we would try. I attempted to listen but found my attention
captured by the scenery all around the jet’s clear canopy. He glided
into a couple of wingovers, flipping the plane and then flying upside
down so I felt like I was dangling from monkey bars over the prettiest
playground I’d ever seen.
Then our intrepid pilot started playing around with G-force.
One G is the force of gravity, two Gs equal twice the force of gravity,
and so on. We were going to start with a couple Gs, he told me,
working our way up to seven. That would be seven times my body
weight against me.
“Flex your legs and take a deep breath,” he said, before yelling
“Hit it!” again.
On that cue, I was supposed to exhale
quickly in what’s called the hook maneuver
to stay conscious. I dug my heels into the
floorboard, flexed my muscles to keep the blood
from rushing to my head, and tried to breathe.
But before I could, my head dropped under
the force, and the golden world around me
blackened at just over two Gs.
We pulled out of the maneuver, and the
G-forces dropped back to one.
“You’re not breathing,” Major Miller said.
“Try making the ‘k’ sound.”

We hit it again. Once more, my head started falling, but this time
I verbalized, “K, k, k.”
“That’s right,” he said. “Good.”
The gray tunnel closing in on me widened, and I could see out
of the cockpit again. A carpet of trees swirled around the canopy as
we pulled out of the diamond maneuver.
“You just pulled 7.5 Gs,” Major Miller yelled.
He didn’t mention that he had just done the same while
controlling the aircraft and narrating the entire experience.
If he was flying in a show — as he would that weekend — he would
also be negotiating the formation with five other pilots just
18 inches apart.
Curious, I asked, “How many Gs have you pulled?”
“More than eight,” he said. Oh, mercy.
Purple shadows were creeping over the mountains, and we broke
Mach 1 — the speed of sound — as we turned back.
“Want to fly it?”
Now, despite lots of practice driving from Maine to Cedarville
during my college years, I’m a terrible driver. However, I’ll try
anything, so what else could I say but, “Absolutely!”
He took his hands off the joystick, holding them above his head
to show I had control of the aircraft. Casually, he told me to try to
keep it at 4,500 feet.
It was like a video game: push forward and the jet tilts down,
back and it thrusts up. He didn’t try to recruit me to join the team
afterward, but I managed to steer the craft above the coastal
peninsulas, fingers of land laced with tidal waterways.
Major Miller took the controls back to beat a P-3 Navy cargo
plane to the runway. We pulled one more G-force maneuver to
decrease our altitude for landing. The jet met the runway effortlessly,
and as I stepped out of the plane, the tarmac grabbed my feet from
the cockpit ladder well before my mind wanted
to follow.
Spectators, still wearing wishful looks, were
waiting with their questions. But I had a
question of my own: “When can I go again?” i
Rachel Ganong ’05 finds herself owing a daily debt of
appreciation to her English studies and the Cedarville
professors that prepared her for her job as a senior reporter
at The Times Record, a small daily newspaper covering
mid-coast Maine. Rachel enjoys living near a cadre of
siblings, cousins, and Cedarville friends. You may contact
her at rlganong@msn.com.
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Finding a New Normal

O

by Cedarville student Dan Knudsen ’10, as told to Sharyn Kopf

n one hand, you could say my life
changed drastically that Friday
in March 2007 … and yet, it didn’t.
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I’m still a Cedarville student, studying
prelaw, looking for ways God can use me to help
people. I have the same sense of humor, the same
ambitions, the same passion to serve the Lord with
all my heart, soul, and strength. I’m just doing it
from a slightly different viewpoint.
I wish I could say I broke my neck saving a
child from a speeding car or climbing Mt. Everest
or doing something equally heroic, but I can’t.
All I did was attempt a back flip. That was the
day I almost died — physically and spiritually.
But let’s go back a bit. I grew up in a Christian
home in a suburb of Chicago, son of Bill and
Debbie Knudsen. My brother Matt ’05, sister
Jen Kraker ’06, identical twin brother Mike ’08,
and I were homeschooled and involved in church,
Sunday school, youth group, you name it. I lived
the good Christian life because that was just the
way things were — until junior high, when I
decided to make my relationship with Jesus Christ
personal. But it was when I got to Cedarville that I
went through the most significant growth in my
Christian walk and realized how my relationship
with God defines why I do what I do.
Ask anyone, and you’ll discover that besides
my love for the Lord, I’ve always been very sportsminded, playing basketball and soccer in high
school and getting involved in intramurals at
Cedarville. In fact, I came my freshman year ready
to participate in anything and everything. I was
elected class vice president, joined a discipleship
group, and became a member of Theta Rho
Epsilon, or ΘPE — a men’s accountability and
service organization. By itself, Cedarville is an
amazing place to be. Add ΘPE, and my desire
to grow in Christ took another step forward.

I also went on my first overseas missions trip,
to Germany in May 2005, and loved it. The biggest
thing was realizing God outside of America. Seeing
Him at work in another country was something
I had never experienced before. I gained a global
picture of God, and I knew I wanted to do more
short-term missions trips in the future.
So, I joined another team that was going to
Mexico over spring break of 2007 during my
junior year. My group was in charge of all the
programming at a camp for missionary kids.
Two significant things happened before that
trip, though. One, I was drawing closer to God
than I had ever been. I couldn’t wait to spend
time with Him and study His Word each day. I was
purposefully looking for opportunities to witness.
I just wanted to know Him better.
And two, I took a half-semester tumbling class.
That’s where I learned how to do a back flip.

“I Can’t Breathe”

We flew down to Puebla, Mexico, ready to
spend a week watching God work in the lives of our
team and the campers. I served on the activities
team and praise band and worked as a cabin
counselor. I loved everything about that week.
Every year, there is a talent show on the
last night of camp. It was a tradition for five of
the male leaders to do a boy band-like lip sync
performance, and I thought it would be cool
to throw in a back flip at the end. It was Friday
afternoon, March 9, 2007, only hours before the
show. I went outside to practice the back flip —
but something went wrong.
I don’t remember exactly what happened, but
I later learned that I had broken my neck between
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the C1 and C2 vertebrae, paralyzing me
immediately and cutting off my air supply.
I’ve been told that my friend rushed over,
and I mouthed, “I can’t breathe.”
By the grace of God, not only was our
team leader a former paramedic, but a doctor
was also at the camp that day, loaded up with
medical supplies. In total, three paramedics,
two doctors, and the camp nurse were on site.
They were able to sustain my breathing until
the ambulance came, and we then drove the
hour and a half to a Puebla hospital. I spent
three days there, and then Cedarville provided
for a medical flight to Northwestern Memorial
Hospital in Chicago. I was at Northwestern
for two weeks before being transferred to the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, where I
stayed for four and a half months.
Before the accident, I didn’t know
anything about spinal cord injuries. Everyone
in my family had always been healthy. So,
in my mind, I just couldn’t wait to get better.
I wanted to play drums and get involved in
sports again. And though I slowly started to
realize how serious the situation was, it still
took awhile to sink in. I guess I was numb to it.
I started wrestling with God about what
had happened. All my head knowledge of Him
remained — I knew this wasn’t punishment
and He wasn’t abandoning me, but it still felt
that way. When I’d see pictures of myself or
think back to before the accident, I couldn’t
stop from crying. I asked God, “Why?” I
believed I was being an effective tool for
Him before, so why would He allow this
to happen now? I had no desire to have
anything to do with God. In fact, I wanted
to punish Him. I did not want to give Him
the satisfaction of my time.

Into the Light

Those were dark days, but God never
gave up on me. Over time, I could see how
patient He was with me. He reminded me of
verses I’d known all my life — that He works
all things for His good and glory. God brought
me out of that dark time, and I slowly began
to desire Him again. Though nothing could
have completely prepared me, I believe God
was working in my heart before the accident
to get me ready spiritually.
I realized my injury was in no way a
setback but just another step God had
planned in my life. Obviously, a lot has
changed, and I like to say, “I’m finding a
new normal.” But what has not changed is
my desire to want what God desires.
Now I’m back at Cedarville, and I can’t
say how wonderful it is! They’ve done so
much, and everyone has been so welcoming.
If people tell me I’ve been an encouragement
to them, it’s extremely humbling because I
know it’s nothing I did but God bringing me
through. Sure, there’s a part of me that wants
to just do nothing all day. But God did not
create me that way, and I have no desire to
waste the life God has given me.
School might take a little longer, but
I’m determined to finish. I want to go into
family law so I can help people who are going
through a divorce and be a light for Christ in
a sad, dark time in their lives. I’d also like to
be a marriage counselor at my church.
Believe it or not, life is starting to feel
normal again. A new normal, yes, but still a
life that I will try to use to glorify God. i

Dan Knudsen plans to graduate in 2010 with a prelaw
degree. You may contact him at dknudsen@cedarville.edu.

So All Will Feel at Home
When the Cedarville class of 2008
began discussing their senior class gift,
they decided to do something for one
of their classmates. Dan Knudsen ’10,
who had started with them as a
freshman, had to withdraw during his
junior year due to a serious spinal cord
injury. He wanted to return to Cedarville
to finish his degree, but the school
didn’t have the facilities to meet his
physical needs. So, his classmates set
a goal of raising $25,000 to cover half
the cost of the remodel. Students
donated funds, many waived the
refund of their $100 room deposit,
and they encouraged their parents to
get involved. In the end, they raised
$19,312 — amazing for a class of 653!
A plaque outside the room — which
is sure to bless other students with
disabilities in future years — reads:
“Provided by generous gifts from the
class of 2008: Inspired by classmate
Dan Knudsen.”
If you would like to contribute to
this project, direct your donations to
the 2008 Senior Class Gift. For more
information, contact Drew Flamm ’05,
director of The Cedarville Fund,
at dflamm@cedarville.edu or
1-800-766-1115.
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Flight of the

Bumblebee
by Carol Lee ’96
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Every Cedarvillian — whether student, faculty, staff,
or alumnus — knows the Bee. But what’s the rest of
the story? Here’s a look at this one-of-a-kind icon.

Just Bee-tween You and Me

The Bee may be a “big man on campus,” but little is known about the
striped super-fan of Cedarville sports. So, Inspire sat down with the Bee
for an exclusive interview and learned what keeps the mascot buzzing.
First of all, you look great. You haven’t aged a bit.
What’s your secret?
Well, my job is pretty active and keeps me in shape. I spend a lot of
time at the gym, and I’ve cut back on the nectar. I’d like to get back
to my flying weight and trim down for the ladies.
May I ask if there’s a queen in your life?
It’s tough out there for a drone. But I’m a romantic, and I’m still
looking for a honey.
What brought you to Cedarville?
The slow economy and housing market hit my colony hard, so I had to
find work outside the hive. This job at Cedarville has been perfect for
me. I have always loved to entertain, and the students are a lot of fun.
What do you enjoy most about being Cedarville’s mascot?
The recognition is really flattering — I can’t walk through the bookstore
without seeing my face on mugs and key chains. But I’d have to say my
favorite part is Getting Started Weekend. I love greeting the freshmen
and taking pictures with them. It makes me feel good to know I have
a part in welcoming so many young people to Cedarville.
Is there anything you’d change about Cedarville?
Y’know, I’d like to see more dandelions …

Do you have a question for the Bee? Join the Facebook group
“Bee Stories” to ask a question, post photos, and share your
favorite memories of the Bee!

What advice would you give to Yellow Jackets alumni?
Proverbs 25:27 has been a life verse for me: “It is not good to eat too
much honey, nor is it honorable to seek one’s own honor.” It’s a good
reminder that keeps my ego in check so I don’t get a big head.
It takes a lot of worker bees to keep Cedarville strong.
Thanks, everybody, for “backing the Jackets all the way!”

Ce da rville Universit y
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Mascot Memories

“The ‘Flight of the Bumblebee’ song was my cue, and I’d go peddling around the
gym on a little red tricycle,” explained Ron Hobar ’82.
A communication major from Cleveland, Ohio, Ron entertained basketball fans
as the Cedarville Bee during the 1980–81 season. The large, round Bee head was a
constant, but Ron varied the rest of the costume according to skits he planned for
each game. In a playoff game against the Defiance College Yellow Jackets, some
friends helped him act out a David and Goliath scenario. The crowd cheered when
the Bee defeated the “Defiant Giant.”
“My goal was to get the crowd into the game,” Ron said, and he employed all
manner of Bee antics to get the job done. He did a lot of sliding across the gym floor,
a trick he perfected as a Cedarville baseball player. He’d offer oversize glasses or an
eye chart to officials following questionable calls.
Ron’s athleticism helped him pull off his favorite mascot moment — rappelling
from the gym rafters at Christmas dressed as Santa Bee. He hadn’t practiced the stunt
while wearing the Bee head, which nearly fell off during his descent. He recalled,
“I had to figure out a way to come down with one hand on the rope and the other
holding the head in place without dropping the sack full of candy I had for the fans.”
The things we do to spread Christmas joy!
Hamming it up came naturally to Ron. He performed on campus with The Seven
Guys Who Are Comedians, a group of students whose comedy shows raised money
for missions. Other sources of inspiration were as varied as the San Diego Chicken
and “the clowns of Lawlor Hall,” who were always good for a wacky idea.
In addition to his athletic exploits, Ron was a member of AD-7, Pi Sigma Nu,
and The Master’s Puppets and served as vice president of his class. “The leadership
experience I gained at Cedarville prepared me for what I am doing now,” he said.
In his 17 years with Athletes in Action, Ron pioneered many innovative sports outreach
and ministry initiatives around the world. Since 2003, he has served as the youth
baseball director with Fellowship of Christian Athletes. He is working to develop a
national youth baseball program equipping the total athlete with skills for the game
and a heart for Christ.
Few grads have had a chance to “get inside the Bee’s head” and experience
Cedarville from this unique perspective. “Representing Cedarville so visibly gives
you a deeper connection with the University,” said Ron. “We were encouraged to
do all things with excellence — the Bee should be excellent, too.”

Throughout his career, Ron Hobar ’82 has continued to use his creativity and commitment to excellence to
influence lives. Learn more about his ministry online at www.fcabaseball.org.

Ron Hobar ’82 always put on an exciting
show for the Yellow Jackets fans.

Buzzing Around
“That’s me with Li’l Buzzy, back when I buzzed around
as the Bee in the early ’80s. We had a club of about 140
kids and would do birthday parties, cake presentations,
and other fun stuff at halftime for club members.
I’m glad to see the Bee costume has cleaned up —
he’s looking pretty good for a guy his age!”
			 — Mike Trautman ’84

Bee Happy
Keith Hurt ’95 clearly remembers the time he disguised himself as the Bee — a night
that changed his life forever.
During my freshman year, I went on a weekend missions trip to Shepherd’s
Home in Wisconsin. That’s when I met Debbie Perkins ’94. I knew immediately
she was pretty special. When I returned from the trip, I told my roommate I’d met
my future wife.
After dating for a year and a half, Debbie and I knew we would get married
after I finished school, but I wanted to find a way to surprise her with an
engagement ring.
I remember sitting around with friends in Brock Hall thinking up creative
ways to pop the question. Someone suggested parachuting, but I don’t do heights.
Someone else suggested riding into chapel on horseback, but that was going to cost
too much money. And then we came up with the perfect idea — propose as the Bee.
Phil Powell ’95, the official Bee that year, was willing to help me work out my
plan. We decided I’d pop the question on February 5 during Li’l Sibs Weekend.
The gym would be packed.
I was a member of AD-7 and was scheduled to speak in Fellowship on Sunday
morning, which turned out to be a great alibi. I told Debbie I couldn’t go to the
Saturday night game because I needed to prepare my message. Deb’s friends
stepped in and asked her to go to the game with them instead.
With five minutes left in the first half, I met Phil in the equipment room to
change into the Bee costume. Phil is 5’9’’ and wore a size 9 shoe. I am 6’5’’ and
hadn’t thought about how I’d cram my size 13 feet into the Bee shoes — but I
was determined to pull off the surprise.
When I came out of the equipment room in costume, I was the Bee. I greeted
fans and played with kids so no one would suspect what was about to happen. But
the cheerleaders weren’t fooled — they had planned a routine where they tossed
the Bee in the air, but they changed their minds when they saw how he had grown.
The announcer, Dr. David Matson ’60, was in on the plan. Once halftime was
underway, the pep band played a song, and then the entire gym heard him say,
“Would Debbie Perkins please come to the scorer’s table? The Bee has a message
for you.”
At this point, she had to know it was me. It’s pretty hard to miss a 6’5’’ Bee.
I walked her out to half-court and got down on one knee. Dr. Matson read a
card I’d prepared: “The Bee wants you to know that he considers you to be a gift
from God. He loves you more than anyone in this world, and he would like to ask
you to marry him.” In a big, demonstrative gesture, she nodded her head “yes,”
and the whole gym erupted.
I still run into people who remember that night. I began a new career in
ministry a year ago, and one of the deacons at my church was a student then and
was at the game. I’ve met younger alumni who were there for Li’l Sibs Weekend
who tell me, “I was seven when you did that!” It is still a fun memory. i

The campus was abuzz when Keith Hurt ’95
proposed to Debbie Perkins ’94.

Keith ’95 and Debbie ’94 were married on June 10, 1995. They have three daughters and serve at Violet
Baptist Church in Pickerington, Ohio.
Carol Lee ’96 is the senior communication specialist for advancement at Cedarville. You may contact
her at carollee@cedarville.edu.
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by Mark Kakkuri ’93 and Julianne Sandberg ’08

Michael Davis ’90 is not one to shy away from new adventures, and
he knows full-well what it means to confidently pursue one’s dreams.
While at Cedarville, Mike’s ambitious spirit became intertwined
with a life-defining vision. The theme for that academic year was
“Making a Difference,” an idea that so deeply resonated with him that
it became a personal mission statement and continues to influence his
work as a thriving professional in the entertainment industry.
After earning a B.A. in communication arts, Mike landed careers
in radio and television and later began working at an advertising agency.
He then joined EBI Video, where he served as executive producer for a
national PBS cooking show and for a direct-to-video kids’ project titled
Tails From the Ark. He was also involved in starting a local daily news
show in partnership with Fox News.
In 2000 — with his goal of impacting lives still driving his efforts
and his entrepreneurial spirit in high gear — Mike launched Phoenix
Entertainment, a content provider and syndicator of programs for
various media platforms. With Phoenix, Mike has produced radio
shows, TV shows, and Internet content, as well as live stage shows and
direct-to-DVD film projects. In 2005, he expanded the company by
establishing Uptone Pictures, which serves as the creative/production
side of Phoenix.
However, for this producer, the goal goes far beyond enjoyable
films and a growing business. Mike’s philosophy of film production is
to carry forward the “Making a Difference” theme he first encountered
at Cedarville.
“I am not much of a spoon feeder,” he said. “I seek to impact people
to make them think.” He believes that combining picture and sound
through the medium of film is a powerful way to do just that.
“The world has a big appetite for entertainment, and television
and film are by far the most powerful media today,” Mike said. Uptone
Pictures capitalizes on this demand by using visual methods to project
truth to media-stimulated viewers. The company works extensively
with ministries and organizations to disperse Christian music, books,
and TV and radio programs to audiences around the world.
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As co-director of a major music video, Michael Davis ‘90 takes some close-up shots
of the actors while filming in São Paulo, Brazil.

But Mike also takes time to work on his own creative projects.
His most recent endeavor was Christmas Memories, a documentarystyle film that takes a nostalgic look at Christmases past through the
lens of amateur home movies.
“I grew up watching old movies and silent films being projected
on a sheet in the living room as part of our family movie night,” Mike
explained. “Our family would spend hours laughing at the silly antics
that were going on. Afterward, my siblings and I would bombard my
parents with questions: Who was Uncle Cecil? What was he like?
Did you go to that lake often?”
The sense of community and heritage born from these special
evenings motivated Mike to pursue the Christmas Memories project.
After watching hours of vintage films collected from local stores and
estate sales, he selected the silent footage for the movie. From there,
a group of narrators — which included Jim Leightenheimer ’80,
associate professor of communication arts at Cedarville — recorded
original stories that corresponded with the film. In the end, Mike had
produced a two-hour collection of heart-warming stories about the
Christmas season.
Christmas Memories first aired in December 2007 to a potential
combined audience of 107 million households. It has been broadcast
in Canada, Brazil, and Australia, with possible syndication in Kenya,
Burundi, and Tanzania.

For Mike, the best part of this project has been seeing people
respond positively to his message. “The film transports people to an
earlier time, place, or moment,” he said. “My hope is that Christmas
Memories becomes a tradition for families today — to remember the
good times and the blessings, to catch a glimpse of a bygone era, to
see a simpler time. I want them to ask, ‘What do we miss today in
the increased hype and busyness of the season?’”
He also hopes his film inspires many “remember when”
conversations like the ones he had growing up. As always, Mike
wants to help his viewers think critically and to remind them of the
reason they celebrate Christmas.
Summarizing the purpose of this film and the goal of his career,
Mike said, “Christmas Memories should encourage us to celebrate
the meaning of Christmas every day!” i
A native of São Paulo, Brazil, Michael Davis ’90 and his wife, Wendi, currently
live in Wake Forest, North Carolina, with their children, Isabella and William.
You may contact him at mike@uptonepictures.com.
Mark Kakkuri ’93 is a freelance writer and editor in Oxford, Michigan.
You may contact him at kakkuri@gmail.com.
Julianne Sandberg ’08 works as a copy editor for the public relations department
at Cedarville. You may contact her at sandbergj@cedarville.edu.

With a cup of hot chocolate in hand, a fire glowing in the living room, and your loved ones gathered
round, enjoy a night of laughing and reminiscing as you watch Christmas Memories with your family.
You’ll experience the joy and sentiment of the Christmas season — and maybe even begin your own
tradition of “remember when” conversations.
Christmas Memories will air this holiday season on a variety of networks, including iLife-TV, SKY Angel,
TLN, NRB Network, Faith TV, INI, CTS (Canada), and dozens of independent stations and network affiliates.
You can purchase the film by visiting www.christmasmemories-themovie.com.
Ceda rville Universit y
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“I have hidden Your Word
in my heart, that I might
not sin against You.”
Psalm 119:11

A Guide to Bible Reading
by Dr. Paul Dixon, Chancellor

A victorious Christian life is directly related to our knowledge and practice of God’s
Word. As we look forward to 2009, what better way to embrace the New Year than with a
fresh approach to Bible study? Even though Cedarville alumni gain a strong foundation for
knowing and applying the Bible, it’s the kind of spiritual discipline I suspect many of us —
and our friends and family — can continue to develop.
With that in mind, I have shaped some suggestions in the form of a bookmark as a simple
reminder and tool for ministry or discipleship. The bookmark provides straightforward,
memorable options for diving into the Bible.

Four Profitable Ways to Read Your Bible

4

Profitable Ways
to Read Your

Bible

Try one of these easy methods in
your approach to Bible reaading:

inspired by reading a
for the day.”
1. Be“psalm
For example, on the eighth day
of the month, you read Psalm
8. There are 150 psalms. They
are not necessarily written
to be read consecutively like
most books in the Bible. Ask
God to speak to your heart
from that psalm. If you don’t
get anything out of it, add 30
to it (i.e., read Psalm 38 or 68
or 98 or 128). Surely God has
something to teach us if we
end up reading five psalms
for that day. You may want
to keep a notebook to write
down how God speaks to your
heart. While using an easy-toread translation, have a pen
ready to underline outstanding
verses. You may even want to
make notes in the margins of
your Bible.

wisdom by reading a
2. Find
“proverb for the day.”
There are 31 chapters in
Proverbs. Like psalms, they are
not necessarily designed to be
read consecutively. Therefore,
today’s proverb is Proverbs
8. The same technique of
making notes is applicable as
suggested in the reading of the
psalms.

(continued on back)

1. B
 e inspired by reading a
“psalm for the day.”

For example, on the eighth day of the
month, you read Psalm 8. There are 150
psalms. They are not necessarily written
to be read consecutively like most books
in the Bible. Ask God to speak to your
heart from that psalm. If you don’t get
anything out of it, add 30 to it (i.e., read
Psalm 38 or 68 or 98 or 128). Surely God
has something to teach us if we end up
reading five psalms for that day. You may
want to keep a notebook to write down
how God speaks to your heart. While
using an easy-to-read translation, have
a pen ready to underline outstanding
verses. You may even want to make
notes in the margins of your Bible.

2. F
 ind wisdom by reading a
“proverb for the day.”

There are 31 chapters in Proverbs.
Like psalms, they are not necessarily
designed to be read consecutively.
Therefore, today’s proverb is Proverbs 8.
The same technique of making notes is
applicable as suggested in the reading
of the psalms.
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3. Discover the practicality of the
New Testament.

Choose one of the small books in the
New Testament such as Philippians,
which only has four chapters. Read it
every day for a month with pen in hand.
A suggested order after Philippians
would be Colossians, Ephesians, and
1 and 2 Timothy.

4. Understand the keys to life by
reading the Gospel of John.
If you read three chapters a day, it
can be read in a week. Do that on
a regular basis.

In addition to your Bible reading, organize
a systematic daily prayer time. Reserve
a page in your daily planner for prayer
requests for the month: family, friends, etc.
Be sure to include praise, thanksgiving,
and confession along with your petitions.
It’s good to remember that prayer is an
honest conversation between close friends.
To request a free copy of the bookmark, contact
alumni relations at alumni@cedarville.edu or
1-800-837-2566.

Just a few more
days remain!
To secure a $500,000 challenge
match for the Center for Biblical
and Theological Studies campaign,
we need to hear from you by
December 31, 2008.
Give online and track our progress at
www.cedarville.edu/cbts.
Center

for

Biblical

and

Theological Studies

a
in

moment

time

What greets visitors, speaks volumes, but never makes a sound?
The Rock!
This 10-ton monument, donated from a nearby quarry, was delivered by the campus
spirit organization CZ on October 28, 1978. The Rock has been chronicling the lives,
loves, and victories of Cedarville students for 30 years.
Ceda rville Universit y
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The Best Gifts Really Can Come in Small Packages
by Carol Lee ’96

L
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isa Meharry ’81 doesn’t consider herself extraordinary.
In fact, she would be the first to humbly point out that Cedarville has hundreds, probably thousands,
of alumni just like her. Anyone could do what Lisa does. You could do what Lisa does.
But that doesn’t make what she does any less inspiring.
Since graduating from Cedarville with a major in music education, she has never missed an
opportunity to give back financially to Cedarville. For 28 years Lisa’s faithful monthly gifts have
been a quiet force in the lives of students, encouraging them on their journey.
It’s not that she gives out of excess — after 20 years as a Christian school music teacher and
seven more in local church ministry, Lisa is still waiting on her first million. But one day she read
a letter about Cedarville students who hoped to accomplish big things for Christ but needed
assistance to get there. Lisa recognized herself in their stories and was moved to help.
“My first job as a graduate assistant paid $3,600 a year,” she recalled. “I was not able to give
much, but my time at Cedarville was one of the most important in my life. It only made sense to
do something to provide that opportunity for others.”
Nearly three decades later, the memory of her college experience energizes Lisa’s giving.
“The faculty at Cedarville made an impression on me,” she said. “They were involved in students’
lives. The music department was large enough to offer some outstanding opportunities, but it was
small enough that I could witness the quality of my professors’ faith in their daily lives.”
The authentic faith Lisa encountered was not limited to the classroom. She found it during
late-night conversations with friends in Maddox Hall and while baking cookies in “Ma” Printy’s
apartment. She found it in chapel where the “college family” metaphor was lived out and the
president’s Monday messages were “worth the price of admission.”
She finds it today when she returns for homecoming and is greeted by favorite faculty who
remember her name and take an interest in her life.

fa ll/wi n t e r 2 008

Plan now to leave a legacy

o v e rh e ard

The desire to plan for the future leads many of us to consider how we will be remembered.
A bequest is perhaps the easiest and most tangible way for you to leave a lasting legacy that
will impact the lives of students at Cedarville University.
A bequest is a gift made through your will or trust. You can make a bequest in several ways:
Specific dollar amount
Percentage of your estate

Specific asset
Residue of your estate

“I came to Cedarville following a very difficult time,” Lisa said with a
catch in her voice. “God used those years in my recovery. They exemplify
God’s grace.” She added, “The young adult years are highly influential —
commitments are made, leadership skills are developed, vision is honed
— as students are propelled into life. That is why I choose to invest
what I can in ministries that benefit college students.”
Sometimes we overthink the act of giving and turn it into something
more than it is. “If I can’t give on a large scale,” some resign, “my modest
gift won’t matter.” While Cedarville needs those who endow scholarships
and name buildings, their exceptional gifts are rare and beyond most
of us.
Day to day, Cedarville is sustained by individuals like Lisa — and
like you — who delight in being part of God’s Kingdom-work in students.
“There’s nothing like the Cedarville experience,” Lisa said. “It was
exciting to grow together into the people God called us to be. Giving
back just seems like the right thing to do.”
Join Lisa and send a gift that’s right for you before December 31.
Give online at www.cedarville.edu/givingnow or contact The Cedarville
Fund at 1-800-766-1115. i
Carol Lee ’96 is the senior communication specialist for advancement at Cedarville.
She believes in the power of small gifts to accomplish big things and gave her first gift
of $20 to Cedarville in 1999. You may contact her at carollee@cedarville.edu.

For more information on how you
can create a lasting legacy through a
bequest, please contact us by visiting
www.cedarville.edu/giftlegacy or
calling 1-800-766-1115.
We look forward to helping you!

“For 28 years Lisa’s
faithful monthly gifts
have been a quiet force
in the lives of students,
encouraging them
on their journey.”
Ce da rville Universit y
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“All weekend
long, I was
reminded where
Cedarville has
been, where
we are headed,
This year marked my 22nd homecoming at Cedarville as an
alumnus, but my first as director of alumni relations. It’s exciting to
see the entire campus engaged in the festivities — from students and
faculty to the event planners, grounds crew, and Pioneer catering.
We love homecoming! And we love welcoming you back to Cedarville!
Among the weekend highlights was the dedication of the Center
for Biblical and Theological Studies. This special Friday chapel was
a tangible reminder that though our campus looks different, the
value we place on God’s Word as the foundation of the Cedarville
experience has not changed.
It was fitting that Dr. David Jeremiah ’63 was our speaker for
the occasion. An accomplished graduate in his own right, he spoke
of his father, Dr. James T. Jeremiah, who provided four decades of
leadership to the school as president and chancellor. The senior
Dr. Jeremiah was a pivotal figure who guided the school through a
significant transition in 1953 from a small Bible college in Cleveland
to a Baptist liberal arts college in Cedarville. Although he was a
visionary, Dr. Jeremiah may never have imagined a university of more
than 3,000 students or such an incredible building dedicated to biblical
studies. But he would be proud to know that a world-class education
grounded in biblical truth remains at the core of our mission.
All weekend long, I was reminded where Cedarville has been,
where we are headed, and why I love Cedarville so much. Our
homecoming theme expressed my hopes for Cedarville University:
“The Sky’s the Limit!”
The Sky’s the Limit for Students
This fall, 774 freshmen began their education at Cedarville.
Their milestone year commenced as they watched Michael Phelps
break the “unbreakable” record of winning eight gold medals in one
Olympics. As they begin their second semester, the United States’
first African-American president will lead our country. With the
continual development of our society, our world could be a very
different place when they graduate. The education we provide
must prepare students to keep their center during times of change
and approach an uncertain world with confidence in Christ.
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and why I
love Cedarville
so much.”
The Sky’s the Limit for Alumni
Each time we put together an edition of Inspire, we have so
many compelling stories to choose from — our alumni are endlessly
inventive in their personal and professional endeavors and influence
nearly every career field. Consider Stacie (Bennett) Cox ’00, whose
job at NASA allows her to challenge limits every day and explore
what lies beyond the sky.
The Sky’s the Limit for Cedarville
In my 1983 freshman yearbook, an aerial photo showed how
our campus had grown over the years. Since then, the campus has
nearly doubled with buildings, residence halls, and programs to serve
almost twice the number of students. The success of our programs
and our graduates has earned Cedarville a national reputation with
far-reaching impact.
It’s true: Cedarville is not what it was 25 years ago. But that
never was the goal.
The construction zones on campus this past year were visual
reminders that the University continues to grow and develop.
Through His grace and faithfulness, God will carry forward His
work on this campus and in the lives of the Cedarville family.

Jeff Beste ’87
Director of Alumni Relations
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chapter focus — chicago

Anchors away! The Chicago alumni chapter set sail on
al
August 9 aboard the Tall Ship Windy at Navy Pier. The ship
um
on
n i a s s o c i at i
was filled to capacity with 150 alumni, current and
prospective students, and even an incoming freshman and
his family. Besides beautiful weather, the group enjoyed an unbeatable
view of the Chicago skyline from the harbor.
Dick Walker, dean for community and family programs, and Jeff Beste ’87, director
of alumni relations, joined the guests on the excursion. Dick brought a large group of
students who serve in the student organization TEN 24 to join in the fun. Everyone was
delighted to have Jim Leightenheimer ’80, associate professor of communication arts,
and John Wambold ’95, director of community ministries, on board as well.
Members of Delta Alpha Epsilon (DAE) mingled with the guests. The event was
part of a week-long training trip for DAE, an organization comprised of 14 Cedarville
juniors and seniors who assist alumni relations.
More photos from the event can be found at www.cedarville.edu/alumnievents.
Click on the link under “Previous Event Photos.”
If you live in the Chicago area and want to help plan events like this one,
please contact Michelle (Rigel) McCune ’04, assistant director of alumni relations,
at mmccune@cedarville.edu.

1950s
Maureen (Zielinski) Stirsman ’58 dedicated
her book The Road to Reconciliation to the
memory of Esther (Chesebro) Smith ’58, who
passed away in February of 2008. A friend
for more than 50 years, Esther edited all of
Maureen’s books and was always there to help
and encourage along the way.

1970s

Bill Henry ’73 was honored last fall as the
recipient of the first annual Servant-Employee
of the Year Award by Heartland Christian
School in Columbiana, Ohio. He teaches

several subjects to the high school students
and serves as the drama director. His wife,
Beth (Gildan) ’73, is an elementary school
teacher at Heartland.
Roy Kern ’73 received the Outstanding
Missourian Award by the Missouri House of
Representatives on April 24, 2008. His many
contributions include serving in five Vietnam
tours, starting his own insurance company,
speaking at conferences, and ministering
at Ridgecrest Baptist Church. Roy has been
married to his high school sweetheart,
Becky (Rudig) ’70, for 39 years.

Jack Dutton ’75 is the director of counseling
ministries at Gaylord Evangelical Free Church

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.

in Gaylord, Michigan. For 30 years, he has
ministered to troubled individuals, couples,
and families in a variety of settings. His role
at the church is a challenging blend of
counseling, teaching, envisioning, and
coordinating for both the congregation
and the northern Michigan area.

Carla (Morley) Keys ’77 and her husband,
Jim, enjoyed a night of reminiscing with
alumni on June 6, 2008, in Belle Center, Ohio.
Their guests were Doug VanderMeulen ’81,
Bill ’81 and Bobbie (Brown) Jones ’79,
April Duff ’82, Jeff ’82 and Cathy (Swaney)
Willetts ’81, John ’81 and Sheri (Hakes)
Hart ’83, and Mark Morley ’82.
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Tim Graham ’82 recently received the
Presidential Award for Excellence in
Mathematics and Science Teaching,
the nation’s highest honor for math and
science teachers.
Kevin Brueilly ’84 earned his doctorate
in education from Texas Tech University. He
and his wife, Jennifer (Stork) ’84, have two
daughters, Alexis (9) and Madison (5). They
live in New Orleans, where Kevin serves on
the faculty at Louisiana State University’s
doctor of physical therapy program and
Jennifer teaches at a Christian school.

July 17 — Columbus Chapter Event

Soccer fans unite! Alumni networked and
fellowshipped before the Columbus Crew game
and enjoyed refreshments in the hospitality tent.
The game was exciting but ended with a 3–3 tie.

Diane (DeNicola) Orlofsky ’78 is a professor
of music at Troy University (Alabama) and
directs several university vocal groups. Under
her leadership, the concert chorale toured the
region and performed at the Alabama State
Capitol and the Alabama Music Educators
Association conference. Diane lives in Troy
with her husband, Mike, and two daughters,
Anna (14) and Lizzie (11). Mike is the director
of creative writing at Troy University and a
professor of English.

Robert Entwistle ’84 joined the pastoral
staff at Grace Baptist Church in Hudson,
Massachusetts. He oversees the children’s
ministry with a focus on local outreach, team
development, and family enrichment. He and
his wife, Caron, have four children, Tiffany (15),
Jordan (13), Jared (8), and Zackary (6).

1980s

July 17 — Orlando Chapter Event

Colin ’85 and Dianne (Noggle) Lord ’88
announce the birth of Joshua David on
April 10, 2006. He joins his siblings, Maria,
Colin, Jonathan, Natasha, Benjamin, and
Isaac. Colin and Dianne teach missionary
kids with Wycliffe Bible Translators.

Alumni enjoyed a performance by Cedarville’s
traveling drama team, the Lifeline Players, and
fellowshipped over dessert afterward.

July 22 — Virginia Beach, Virginia

More than 40 alumni and their families gathered
on the campus of Regent University to enjoy a
barbeque dinner.
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Brian “Hoosier” Riggs ’80 was promoted to
the rank of colonel in the U.S. Air Force. He
has served as a medical service corps officer
for 20 years, currently as chief in the education
and utilization branch at the Randolph Air
Force Base in Texas. His career includes an
assignment to Kunsan Air Base in Korea and
deployment during Operation Desert Shield in
1990. He lives in San Antonio, Texas, with his
wife, Beth (Namy) ’81, and three daughters,
Ashley, Bethany, and Lauren.
Tom Ahlgrim ’82 is a recruiter for SCORE
International, organizing short-term
missions trips to Costa Rica and the
Dominican Republic.

Kelly Helmick ’87 received her doctorate
in education from Lindenwood University in
St. Charles, Missouri, in May 2008. She has
been a middle school assistant principal for
eight years after teaching for 12 years.

alu m n o te s
Brian Belh ’92 was ordained and installed as
pastor of Park Woods Presbyterian Church in
Overland Park, Kansas, in June.

Ava Gillian, at home in West Dundee, Illinois.
Michaela was delivered by Amy’s sister, Jill
Edwards ’93, who is a certified nurse and
midwife. Amy stays at home with the girls and
is a part-time attorney for a Chicago firm.
Susan (Lancaster) Stollings ’93 and her
husband, Charles, announce the birth of
Emily on June 8, 2007, in Chillicothe, Ohio.
She joins her siblings, Andrew (8) and
Stephanie (5).

Jeanne (McCarrell) Jackson ’88 and
her husband, David, reside in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, where David is an internist
and heads up the veterans affairs clinic.
They have six children, Hannah (17),
Grace (15), Margaret (13), William (9),
Charlotte (6), and Peter (3).
Sharyn Hambley ’89 was promoted to
copywriter/proofreader at The Swiss Colony,
a mail-order/Internet catalog company based
in Monroe, Wisconsin. She is a proofreader
for the catalog titles and is a contributing
copywriter to the Midnight Velvet and
Seventh Avenue catalogs.

Tammy (Mascari) Luick ’89 and her husband,
John, announce the birth of Victoria Ann on
December 13, 2007. She was welcomed home
by her big brother, Jared (11), in Boynton
Beach, Florida. Tammy and John both work
for Family Christian Stores.

Jason Bishop ’92 and his wife, Heidi, announce
the birth of Aaden Joseph. He was born May 4,
2008, and was welcomed home by his siblings,
Elise (3) and Evan (1), in Rochester, New York.
Jason is a golf course superintendent, and
Heidi enjoys staying at home.

Chris ’94 and Melissa (Davis) Robertson ’94
announce the birth of Levi Alan on October 8,
2007. His siblings, Caitlyn (6), Micah (3), and
Rachel (1), welcomed him home in Wauseon,
Ohio. Chris is a systems analyst at Sauder
Woodworking, and Melissa enjoys staying at
home and homeschooling the children.

Ruth (Harton) Kennedy ’92 recently earned
tenure and was promoted to associate
professor at Bloomsburg University of
Pennsylvania. She and her husband, Paul,
announce the birth of Nadia Renee on
June 24, 2008.

1990s
Wendy Widder ’90 co-authored a book
with her dad titled The Forest and the
Trees: Helping Teachers Integrate a Biblical
Worldview Across the Curriculum. The book
helps teachers view all aspects of curriculum
within the framework of God’s story, as told
from Genesis to Revelation. Writing this book
was a dream come true for Wendy’s dad and
a very rewarding experience for her.

Amy (Edwards) Stikovich ’92 and
her husband, Peter, announce the
birth of Michaela Cordelia Alexei on
December 1, 2007. She joins her sister,

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.

Phil ’95 and Tara (Wagenaar) Geelhood ’95
announce the birth of Hannah Grace on
May 29, 2008. She joins her siblings, Sofia (5)
and Samuel (2). Phil recently left his position
as a C-130 instructor pilot and executive
officer for the wing commander at Pope Air
Force Base in North Carolina, and the family
relocated to Monterey, California. Phil is in
the homeland security and defense program
at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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August 11 — Union Grove, Wisconsin

Several alumni and their families gathered at
Shepherds Ministries for fellowship and a pizza
dinner. Guests enjoyed meeting current students
and hearing updates from campus.

August 12 — Peoria, Illinois

Cornerstone Baptist Church was a great place
to host an event as guests enjoyed a fried chicken
dinner and heard from Jeff Beste ’87, director
of alumni relations.

August 16 — Maine Chapter Event

The rain didn’t discourage these alumni from
getting together! They enjoyed a picnic in the park
and then a Portland Sea Dogs baseball game.
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Bruce ’96 and Carrie (Fabian) Holt ’00
announce the birth of Jacob Tobin on
December 28, 2006. Toby was born with
spina bifida, and after several months in
the hospital, he was welcomed home on
March 19, 2007, where brothers Conor (5)
and Garret (3) awaited his arrival. They are
thankful for all the support they have had
while raising a child with special needs.

Sara (Clayton) Butler ’97 and her husband,
Craig, announce the birth of Jack Emmett
on September 27, 2006. Sara enjoys staying
home with Jack and giving private flute and
piano lessons. They reside in Muscatine, Iowa.

Dan ’97 and Sarah (Gross) Hatfield ’98
announce the birth of Ashley Noelle.
She was born December 10, 2007, and
joins her big sisters, Ava (6) and Elena (3).

Joseph ’97 and Gena (Lamoreaux)
Williams ’98 announce the adoption of
their two daughters. Lauren (3) was brought
home from Guatemala at seven months, and
Angela (3) was brought home from Panama
in May 2008. Joe is a regional sales manager,
and Gena is a part-time labor and delivery
nurse. They reside in Greenwich, Ohio.

Nikki (Streit) Broughton ’98 and her
husband, Tim, announce the birth of
Luke Spencer on August 31, 2007. He was
welcomed home by his brothers, Grayson (5)
and Nat (3). Tim is a worship pastor at New
Hope Community Church, and Nikki enjoys
being a mom. They reside in Wooster, Ohio.

Tom ’98 and Chrissy (Rising) Faulkner ’98
announce the adoption of Hallie Joanna.
She was born on September 15, 2007, in
Guatemala and welcomed home in April.
Chrissy is the assistant director of event
services at Cedarville, and Tom is a
treasurer in Yellow Springs, Ohio.

alu m n o te s

Deanna Brower ’99 and Eric Hicks were
married February 15, 2008. They reside in
Eaton, Ohio, where Deanna is a first-grade
teacher at Eaton Community Schools and
Eric works for a farming company.

Amy Clutz ’99 and Nathan Todich were
married June 9, 2007, in Smithville, Ohio.
Amy is an elementary music teacher in
Orrville, Ohio, and Nathan works for
Mennonite Mutual Insurance.

Wade ’99 and Amy (Wilder) Harris ’98
announce the birth of Emma on September
14, 2007. They reside in Centerville, Ohio,
where Wade manages a Starbucks and
Amy teaches part time.

Josh ’99 and Caren (Furst) Michael ’00
announce the birth of Samuel Joseph and
Nathan James on September 30, 2007. They
joined their brother, Thomas (18 months), in
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania. Josh received
his master’s degree in library science and is
now the library director at Baptist Bible
College. Caren is a part-time nurse.

Ben ’99 and Jill (Breckenfeld) Thompson ’99
announce the birth of Kort Brecken on
September 3, 2007. He joined siblings
Jamin (5) and Leah (3) in Caledonia, Michigan.
Ben teaches and coaches in the local school
district, and Jill enjoys staying at home.

Alicia (Baisley) Parker ’99 and her husband,
Clai, announce the birth of Ethan Cole on
December 27, 2007. He joins his brother,
Pierce (4), in Daytona Beach, Florida. Alicia is
an administrator at New Smyrna Beach High
School, and Clai is a special education
teacher at Pine Ridge High School.

Brenda (Mick) Felker ’00 and her husband,
Brian, announce the birth of Brandon Aaron
on August 11, 2007. He was welcomed home
by his brothers, Caleb (5) and Jordan (2), in
Rockford, Michigan.

Paul ’99 and Miranda (Woller) Sheldon ’00
announce the birth of Ranger Titus on March
3, 2008. He was welcomed home by his sister,
Saylor Karis (2). Paul is an associate pastor at
Grace Fellowship in Dixon, California, and
Miranda loves being at home with the kids.

Thomas Goodrow ’00 married Angela Mully
on October 28, 2006, in Rochester, Michigan.
Tom is a commercial loan officer for Citizens
Bank, and Angela runs the nursery at their
church. They have a strong heart for missions
and sponsor children in India and Africa.

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.
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September 6 — Boston Chapter Event

Jill (Shearer) Rippy ’00 and her husband,
Mike, announce the birth of Grace Carolyn
on December 20, 2007. They reside in
Fishers, Indiana.

September 20 — South Central
Pennsylvania Chapter Event

Josh ’00 and Danielle (Hatfield) Sherwood ’01
announce the birth of Jackson Christopher
on October 30, 2007. They reside in Canton,
Georgia, where Josh runs their video business,
Forest Productions.

Alumni gathered at the home of Doug and
Julie (Buckley) Macrae ’93 for swimming and
fellowship. The group didn’t let Tropical Storm
Hannah deter them from having a great time!

Dr. and Mrs. Bill Brown joined more than 150
alumni and guests for a fall festival at Black Rock
Retreat. Guests dined on barbeque chicken, corn
on the cob, and shoofly pie.

October 18 — Washington, D.C.,
Chapter Event

More than 60 alumni and their families gathered
for a barbeque at a local park. Guests enjoyed
cornhole, face painting, and great fellowship.
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Micah ’00 and Elizabeth (de Boer) Thirey ’01
announce the birth of Andrew Caleb on
January 19, 2008. They reside in Gales Ferry,
Connecticut, where Micah serves in the Navy.
Elizabeth is a full-time mom and also works a
few times a month as an on-call emergency
room nurse.

Hinnerk ’00 and JeriAnn (Goodbar)
Wolters ’00 announce the birth of Ross
Benjamin on April 9, 2008. He joined his big
brother Troy in Livingston, Wisconsin.

Paul DeHart ’01 and Carrie Nasset were
married April 19, 2008, in Delaware, Ohio.
They live in Urbana, Ohio, and work at Honda
R&D, where Paul is a senior engineer and
Carrie is an administrative assistant.

Lissa (Young) Hummel ’01 and her husband,
Michael, announce the birth of Nathan Lee
on November 29, 2007. They reside in
Indianapolis, Indiana.

alu m n o te s

Kara (Allen) Niclasen ’01 and her husband,
Ryan, live in Niagara Falls, Canada, and are
blessed to have two children, Noah Ivan (2)
and Selah Irene (6 months). Ryan is a
countertop installer, and Kara enjoys
staying home as a full-time mom.

Eric ’01 and Jenny (Bonham) Sheldon ’03
announce the birth of Logan Beckett on
December 28, 2007. They live in Dayton,
Ohio, where Eric is a police officer and
Jenny enjoys staying home with Logan.

Jennifer (Griffith) Stone ’01 and her
husband, Scott, announce the birth of
Elaina Joy on July 4, 2008. Scott is a pilot
for Chautauqua Airlines, and Jen is grateful
to stay at home with Elaina after being a
third-grade teacher. They reside in
Greensboro, North Carolina.

Rachel Heffield ’02 and John Sorrell ’02
had a front-row view at a women’s soccer
game at the 2008 Summer Olympics in
China. They cheered as the U.S. team won
the gold medal against Brazil.

Emery ’02 and Allison (Blosser) Nickerson ’03
announce the birth of Micah Nathaniel on
November 15, 2007. Emery is a high school
math teacher in South Carolina, and Allison
enjoys her time at home with Micah.

Kara (Davis) Allbaugh ’03 and her husband,
Loren, announce the birth of Aaron Roger.
He was born February 25, 2008, and joins
his brother, Caleb (2), in Lagrange, Ohio.

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.

Jonathan Clark ’03 and his wife, Amie,
announce the birth of their twin daughters,
Alivia Lynne and Alaina Janelle, on August 4,
2007. They live in Hilliard, Ohio, where
Jonathan is an executive assistant manager
at Walgreens.

Victoria (Haverlock) Cockerill ’03 and
her husband, Rhett, announce the birth
of Scarlett Marie on March 31, 2008. They
reside in Washington Court House, Ohio.

Gregory England ’03 and Jennifer Ruiter
were married January 26, 2008. Greg is
a self-employed finish carpenter, and
Jennifer works at a bank. They live in
Holland, Michigan.
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October 24 — Maine Chapter Event

Several alumni traveled to the home of Robert ’94
and Cindy (Moodie) Burns ’94 for a fall festival,
complete with caramel apples! The attendees
stayed long into the night — catching up,
reminiscing, and pouring over old yearbooks.

Christina Schut ’03 and Ryan Sykes were
married September 22, 2007. Ryan is
a self-employed builder, and Christina
teaches biology at Logan Elm High School.
They reside in Circleville, Ohio.

Andrew ’04 and Stephanie (Hollingshead)
Garrett ’04 announce the birth of Violet Joy
on April 5, 2008.

upcoming events
February 6
Los Angeles, California | Chapter Event
February 7
Cedarville, Ohio | Miami Valley Chapter Event
February 12
Birmingham, Alabama | Regional Event with Dr. Bill Brown
February 19
Dallas, Texas | Chapter Event with Dr. Bill Brown
March 28
Canton, Ohio | Regional Event with Dr. Bill Brown
March 28
Rochester, New York | Regional Event
May 14
New York City | Regional Event with Dr. Bill Brown
July 18
South Central Pennsylvania | Chapter Event

Andy Williams ’03 and Mandy Flenar ’03
were married July 14, 2007. They reside
in Madison, Indiana, where Andy is a pastor
of music and youth and Mandy teaches
high school math.

Justin ’04 and Rebekah (Miller) Zenn ’04
announce the birth of Luke Aiden on March 1,
2008. Justin is a nuclear physicist, and
Rebekah enjoys her new role as a stay-athome mom in Indianapolis, Indiana.

For more events, visit www.cedarville.edu/alumnievents.

photo contest
Chris ’05 and Elizabeth (Dudick) Hamm ’04
announce the birth of Heather Joan on
September 30, 2007. They reside in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and are music teachers.

The splendor and
beauty of Hermosa
Beach, California,
made Ivan Davis ’05
the overall winner
last year.

The next issue will feature winners of the annual
“Where in the World is Cedarville?” photo
contest. While you’re celebrating the holidays,
enjoying a vacation, or gathering with friends
and family, wear a Cedarville shirt or jacket
and take a photo. Winners in 10 categories
will receive $50 gift certificates. For complete
information, visit www.cedarville.edu/witw.
Submission deadline is February 1.
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Michael Forrer ’04 and Nicki Richardson ’04
were married August 12, 2006. Mike is
a graphics representative for Gannett
Newspapers. Nicki recently completed her
master’s degree in rehabilitation counseling
and works for the Licking County Board of
Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities. They live in Newark, Ohio.

alu m n o te s

Jeremy ’05 and Leanne (Sims) Owens ’05
announce the birth of Rex Charles on
May 2, 2008.

Carrie Weaver ’05 received her master’s
degree from the physician assistant program
at Arcadia University in August 2007. She
lives in Ashland, Ohio, and works in an
emergency room.
Gretchen Wilhelm ’05 was appointed to the
faculty of Columbia International University
in Columbia, South Carolina.

Tim Wilson ’05 and Kelly Toney ’07
were married in Lake St. Louis, Missouri.
Tim recently finished law school at the
University of Dayton, and Kelly is the
staffing services coordinator at Cedarville.
They reside in Xenia, Ohio.

Michael Colletto ’06 and Heather Wenzel ’08
were married January 5, 2008, in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. They reside in Bratislava,
Slovakia, where they work with Trans World
Radio’s public relations department.

Nathan Fox ’06 and Megan Hanes ’06 were
married June 30, 2007, at Wrightsville Beach,
North Carolina. They live in Cary, North
Carolina. Nathan is a police officer, and
Megan is in physician assistant school.
Kristen Heiner ’06 received her M.A. in
professional counseling with a specialization
in child and adolescent therapy from the
Psychological Studies Institute in May 2008.

Matt Malone ’06 and Julianne Lesh ’06 were
married October 13, 2007. They currently
reside in Charlotte, North Carolina, and
both work for Wachovia Bank.

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.

Lindsey (von der Mehden) Martin ’06 and
her husband, Kasey, announce the birth
of Kalin Robinson on December 31, 2007.
They live in Scotts Valley, California,
where Lindsey stays at home and Kasey
is a degree plan evaluator at a university.

Geoffrey Peck ’06 and Danielle Goodling ’06
were married June 9, 2007, in Lampeter,
Pennsylvania. Geoffrey is a defense analyst
for the Government Accountability Office,
and Danielle is pursuing a master’s degree in
counseling. They live in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Randall Plate ’06 is a student at the University
of Minnesota, pursuing a master’s degree in
electrical engineering. His tuition is being
funded through the Department of Defense
SMART Scholarship program.

Jeremy ’06 and Kelly (Woodruff) Willetts ’05
announce the birth of Jackson Dean on
September 25, 2007. Jeremy is a middle
school director in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Ce da rville Universit y
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2008 Alumni Award Winners

Pictured left to right: Dick Walker,
Mark Irving ’94, Jason Malone ’98,
Dannah (Barker) Gresh ’89, Bob
Gresh ’88, and Shawn Taylor ’80

Alumna of the Year

Shawn M. Taylor ’80, M.D., F.A.A.P.

Before beginning her medical career, Dr. Shawn
Taylor ’80 earned a degree from Cedarville in biology;
played volleyball, basketball, and tennis; served as a
resident assistant; and went on an MIS trip to Chad.
She later received her M.D. from the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo, completed her residency
at the University of Kentucky Medical Center, and
served as a diplomate of the American Board of
Pediatrics and a fellow of the American Academy
of Pediatrics. She is currently a general pediatrician
who specializes in international adoptions.
Shawn’s impressive resume includes owning
the practice A Caring Touch Pediatrics; teaching
at the Kentucky Children’s Hospital; and creating
and directing the International Adoption Clinic,
where she and her team help families with preand post-adoption medical issues.
She stays involved in various ministries, including
teaching children’s church, serving as a deacon, and
volunteering as the physician at a cystic fibrosis camp.
She is also on the board of directors for the nonprofit
organization A Helping Hand Adoption Agency.
Shawn and her husband, Les Karenbauer, have
four children, Tori (15), Mark (10), Chris (8), and
John (6).

Young Alumnus of the Year
Jason Malone ’98

Following graduation, Jason Malone ’98
joined the pastoral staff at Southside Fellowship
in Greenville, South Carolina. In 2006, with the
support of his church elders, he began the work
of planting a new church. Summit Church opened
its doors in September 2007 with the mission of
“giving every man, woman, and child in upstate
South Carolina a repeated opportunity to see and
hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ.”
Jason currently serves on the regional board of
the Christian and Missionary Alliance, as well as the
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advisory councils for Infinity Alliance and New York
Gospel Outreach.
His time at Cedarville prepared him well for
these ministry opportunities. In addition to playing
intramural sports and working as a resident assistant,
Jason also served as chaplain for the sophomore
class and SGA.
Jason and his wife, Jennifer (Wishart) ’00, have
a daughter, Caroline (3), and are expecting a second
child in February.

Impact Award
Mark Irving ’94

While at Cedarville, Mark Irving ’94 earned
a degree in biology and focused on ministry
opportunities that included The Master’s Puppets,
AD-7, and an MIS trip. He then studied at Dallas
Theological Seminary and gained experience working
in several youth ministries. He returned to Cedarville
in 2001 to begin his current job as director of
discipleship ministries, passionate about investing
in students’ lives.
“I want to intentionally create a context in
which discipling relationships can form like the one
I experienced,” Mark said. He credits the freshmanyear discipleship he received from senior Eric
Adnams ’91 with revolutionizing his walk with Jesus.
Mark and his wife, Meredith, have three
daughters, Ellie (5), Mia (3), and Emma (3 months).

Distinguished Service Award

Bob ’88 and Dannah (Barker) Gresh ’89

With their desire to guide young people and
change the culture for Christ, Bob ’88 and Dannah
(Barker) Gresh ’89 co-founded Pure Freedom — a
purity ministry that grew out of Dannah’s first book,
And the Bride Wore White. Besides authoring several
other books, Dannah created Secret Keeper Girl, a
program that equips moms of 8- to 12-year-olds to
coach their children in the areas of modesty, purity,
friendship, and beauty. She frequently returns to

Cedarville to speak in chapel or at other venues for
alumni and students.
“The greatest fruit of my life comes from the
one-on-one relationships I have with girls,” Dannah
said. “It’s exciting to see them grow up, go to their
marriage altar pure, love motherhood, and be women
of excellence.”
In addition to his work with Pure Freedom, Bob
founded Grace Prep — a high school that serves as
a unique model in Christian education. “The reward
of seeing high school students’ lives change as we
love them and lead them to Jesus is like nothing I’ve
ever done in my life,” he said.
The couple has three children, Robby (18), Lexi
(14), and Autumn (14).

Honorary Alumnus of the Year
Dick Walker

Cedarville is delighted to name Dick Walker as
the Honorary Alumnus of 2008. Currently serving
as dean of community and family programs, Dick has
been on staff at Cedarville for almost 40 years.
In many ways, Dick feels he has always been a
part of Cedarville, even though he received his
degree in accounting from Bowling Green State
University in 1968 and his master’s degree in student
services from the University of Dayton in 1979.
After serving in the Navy for two years, Dick
came to Cedarville and worked in a variety of
positions over the years, including intramural
recreation director, assistant food service director,
dean of men, and course instructor.
“Dick Walker has made some of the most
significant contributions of anyone who has been at
Cedarville,” said Dr. Paul Dixon, former Cedarville
president and current chancellor.
For the man who has devoted his life to the
school, Cedarville is the only hobby he wants or
needs. Dick and his wife, Linda (Madsen) ’71, have
two children, Tricia ’96 and Scott ’00, and a
granddaughter, Ainsley (2 months).
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In Memory
We extend our condolences to the families
and friends of these dear loved ones.
Irma Dodson of Brownsburg, Indiana, went
home to be with the Lord on July 19, 2008.
She began teaching at Cedarville in 1968 and
continued in the education department until
she retired in 1983.

Clinton Johnson ’07 and Amanda Byers ’05
were married June 9, 2007. They now reside
in Cincinnati, Ohio, where Clinton is an
engineer at Triumph Engineering. After
teaching for two years at Emmanuel Christian
Academy, Amanda is now a substitute teacher.

John Bird ’69 passed away on November 13,
2007, after suffering a massive heart attack.
He went on disability retirement in 1999 after
23 years of service with the state of Ohio. He
is survived by his wife of almost 40 years,
Bonnie (Perrin) ’68, and a son, Jonathan ’92,
of Vancouver, British Columbia.

Esther (Chesebro) Smith ’58 was taken to be
with the Lord on February 23, 2008, at the age
of 71 after battling cancer. She was a fourthgrade teacher for 31 years at an elementary
school that recently named a wing of the
building after her. She also taught education
courses at the University of Indiana for 10
years. She inspired her students and friends
to make a difference in the world for Christ.
Janet Bauernschmitt ’08 went home to be
with the Lord on September 28, 2008, after a
car accident. She graduated with a major in
studio art and moved to Indianapolis, Indiana,
where she worked as a sales consultant and
private art teacher. A vibrant Christ-follower,
Janet was involved in a variety of church
ministries and missions trips. She is survived
by her parents, George and Jane; and her
siblings, Virginia, George, and Barbara.

Joshua Wilcox ’07 and Rachel Herring ’05
were married August 11, 2007, in Leesburg,
Virginia, and now reside in Brambleton,
Virginia. Joshua is a web producer for Time
Warner, and Rachel is an editor for Mortgage
Asset Research Institute.

Kenneth Dale Swigart ’64 passed away on
July 30, 2008, in Union Grove, Wisconsin.
After graduation, he married Phyllis (Irish) ’65
and then enlisted in the U.S. Army Reserves.
He later worked at places such as Gary
National Bank (Indiana), Baptist Bible College,
and Shepherds Baptist Ministries. He is
survived by his wife; parents; two brothers;
three children, Roger ’90, Lora ’92, and
James ’95; and three grandchildren.

Correction
In the summer 2008 issue of Inspire (page 33), we noted
that Donnie Woodyard ‘99 lives in Siem Reap, Cambodia.
However, he lives and works in Colombo, Sri Lanka, as his
primary project and consults with the countries of
Cambodia, Vietnam, and Bangladesh.
Send your updates by visiting www.cedarville.edu/alumni
or by e-mailing alumni@cedarville.edu. You can also send
them to Alumni Relations, 251 N. Main St., Cedarville, OH
45314. For guidelines, visit www.cedarville.edu/inspire.
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Writing From the Heart

For many people, the dream of becoming a published author never gets too far beyond the wishing stage. But Elyse Burk ’08,
who graduated with a major in social work and a minor in organizational communication, didn’t let her youth or eight rejection
letters prevent her from pursuing her dream. And now her first novel, Beyond My Heart — a story of love and friendship set in
the Midwest — is being sold at local bookstores. An audio book is also available.
“I wrote it the summer after my freshman year,” Elyse said. “It’s been a long road
for me to get here.” She added that Cedarville gave her the impetus to follow her
dream of becoming a writer.
Currently living in Cincinnati, Elyse is earning a master’s degree in social work
and interning at University Hospital. In addition, the busy graduate spends much of
her time marketing her book and completing her second novel. She writes from
personal experience, with a great deal of her material inspired by true events.
“My biggest desire is to share the stories God has given me and written on my
heart,” she said. “They are intertwined with the life I live and embedded in who I am. I want nothing more than to share His
Good News.”
In the meantime, Elyse plans to continue her schooling in the advanced standing graduate program and work with families
at the hospital’s transplant clinic. Visit her website at www.elyseburk.com or contact her at elyse.burk@gmail.com.

“My biggest desire is
to share the stories
God has given me and
written on my heart.”

If you would like to contact a friend highlighted in this section, please contact alumni@cedarville.edu. We’d be glad to put you in touch.
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Homecoming 2008 — The Sky’s the Limit

More than 1,000 alumni, friends, and family returned to Cedarville’s campus on October 3–4 to celebrate and reminisce
during the 2008 Homecoming. Centered on the theme “The Sky’s the Limit,” the weekend featured hot air balloon rides,
a replica of the Wright brothers’ plane, a flyover by the organization CZ, and parachutists landing at the soccer game.
Returning graduates and guests took the opportunity to walk through the new Center for Biblical and Theological Studies
and interact with the current student body.
They also participated in the weekend’s many events, including the homecoming parade, the Prism of Praise concert,
An Ideal Husband theatre presentation, and a special performance by Dave Boyer and the Cedarville Jazz Band.
“It was exciting to see the entire campus engaged in the homecoming festivities,” shared Jeff Beste ’87, director of
alumni relations. “From alumni chapel and concerts to class reunions and sporting events, seeing friends reunited makes for
such a fun weekend. I always enjoy reconnecting with people I have not seen in years. For my first homecoming as director,
this year was like a big family reunion!”
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Pressure at the Pump
by Dr. Bert Wheeler

Did you take a
“stay-cation” this past
summer? That’s what
they’re calling it when
a family chooses to stay
home rather than travel
— sometimes because it is
simply more relaxing but
often because it saves money.
Let’s face it: Gas prices
have kept a lot of us close
to home recently.
The situation begs the
question, “Have we seen the end
of affordable travel?” The price of
travel may fluctuate from year to year,
but the trend is ever-increasing travel costs.
There are a number of reasons why transportation
is likely to be more expensive in the future than it
has been in the past. Several factors worked together
to produce a “perfect storm” in the summer of 2008 —
driving up the price of crude oil, increasing our travel costs,
negatively impacting transportation in our economy, and, as a
result, causing much of what we buy to cost more. Many of
these factors are beyond the United States’ control.
Since it’s on all our minds with the rapidly changing
gasoline prices this year, we’ll focus on gas prices, remembering
that the underlying factors causing them to fluctuate also trigger
air travel costs to rise. To understand why prices have changed
so much in the United States, it helps to consider past levels.
We must also take out the effect of inflation and uncover what
an economist calls “real” price.
Based on data from the Energy Information Association
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the diagram on the next
page shows that in the summer of 2008 real gasoline prices
were at an all-time high in the United States. A decade
ago, they were at a post-World War II low, and we became
accustomed to very inexpensive travel costs during the 1990s.
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What are the reasons for
in travel costs in this
almost 33 percent
of gasoline between June

While

the rapid increase
century and the
increase in the price
2007 and June 2008?

The Ups and Downs
the United developing
Several
States is the
nations — such
as China and
India — are
largest consumer enjoying
quick economic
development
of crude oil,
and, consequently,
increasing
their oil usage.
While the
our gasoline
United States is
the largest
consumption fell crude
consumer of
oil,
by three percent consumption
our gasoline
fell by three
percent this
this year.
year. Our demand is
expected to be
very moderate for the next two decades, but global demand
will continue to steadily expand.
In addition, the decline of the dollar’s value on foreign
exchange markets contributes greatly to the skyrocketing price
of travel since crude oil is traded in dollars. When the dollar
declines, the nominal dollar price of oil increases because it
takes more dollars to buy the same amount of oil.
Steve H. Hanke, professor at Johns Hopkins University
and senior fellow at the Cato Institute, calculates, “If the
greenback had held its January 2001 value against the euro,
oil would have traded at about $76 a barrel in May 2008.
This is almost $50 below the price that crude oil was trading
at in May 2008. Accordingly, the decline of the dollar’s value
accounted for a whopping 51 percent of the $97-a-barrel
increase in the price of oil from May 2003–2008.”
In summary, there is no actual supply disruption to
explain the high gas prices, so the increase in prices must be
demand-oriented:
1. Over the long term, global demand will continue to rise
as the middle class increases and more and more nations
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The Believers’ Response
So, as Christians, how should we assess and respond to these
tenuous economic times? To understand the situation, we must
realize that each and every economic problem is ultimately the result
of the Fall. One way to understand the discipline of economics is to
think of it as man’s attempt to ameliorate the material effects of sin. –
The secular world judges economic policy on how well the policy
works — does it aid humankind in our efforts to increase wealth and
curb poverty? This instrumental criterion is important for believers
as well. We would not want to support a policy or politician that
was ineffective or counterproductive. However, Christians should
evaluate policy on how consistent it is with a biblical worldview and
how closely the policy matches Scripture. When a policy harmonizes
with revealed truth, it will also be effective. By comparing economic
policy and biblical truth, we can better predict the efficacy of the
policy and engage the culture on the public square.
Believers should not fret about higher travel costs. Regardless
of the amount of wealth God has given us, our hope is not in the
material world. Our hope is in the Lord. Wealth that has been rather
exclusively accumulated in the hands of a few in the West is now
being created on an unprecedented scale in many regions in the
world. Our increased travel costs are part of a global economic shift as

(October 1978–October 2008)

1980

While prices will continue to fluctuate from month to month,
we can expect to see higher travel costs as the years go by.

Real and Nominal Gasoline Prices

1978

experience economic growth. Although global demand has
been curbed by the current recession, it will pick up as the
economy recovers.
2. The decline in the dollar causes commodities traded in
dollars to increase in price in the United States. The recent
strengthening of the dollar has caused the price of crude oil
to plummet.

developing nations demand more and more crude oil. While these
changes make life more difficult in the United States, they signal
global changes wrought by increasing wealth in regions of the world
that desperately need the money. When wealth is created, poverty is
diminished. In this fact, Christians should rejoice! When people in
other parts of the world show success — even limited success — in
reducing the material effects of the Fall, it is good news for all of us. i
Dr. Bert Wheeler has taught at Cedarville since 1992 and
currently serves as professor of economics. He earned a Ph.D. in
economics from the University of Tennessee and also conducted
graduate work at Mid-America Baptist Theological Seminary.
You may contact him at wheelerb@cedarville.edu.

Dr. Drullinger Teaches in South Africa
After a 35-year teaching career, retirement might sound like a good plan. But a passion for teaching and
a love for people propelled Dr. David Drullinger toward an exciting adventure. Retiring was just not an option.
In May 2008, Dr. Drullinger wrapped up 19 years as a professor at Cedarville, and within days he was off to
begin a new career with the Association of Baptists for World Evangelism in Cape Town, South Africa.
Everything in his life had led up to this new step — his commitment to missions, his pastoral experience, his
cross-cultural missions trips, and his well-respected teaching career. Upon arriving in Africa, he was met with a
flood of opportunities that allow him to continue doing what he loves most: teaching the Word of God.
Working with ministry colleague Tom Wolf (in right of photo), Dr. Drullinger’s main responsibilities include
developing a certificate program modeled after Cedarville’s Bible minor. He teaches these college-level courses,
accredited by the University of South Africa, in conjunction with the Church Ministries
Institute. He also fulfills pastoral responsibilities at Mountain View Baptist Church in
Cape Town. All in all, he’s thoroughly enjoying this journey.
“God has met every need beyond my ability to ask or think,” Dr. Drullinger
said. “Every day I get out of bed happy to be alive, excited about serving the
Lord, and wondering what kind of surprises He has for me.”
With classes to teach, people to disciple, and truths to learn,
Dr. Drullinger is thankful for the Lord’s direction and faithfulness. He shared,
“Every day is a wonderful witness to the joy and delight of living in the
center of His will.”
You may contact Dr. Drullinger at ddrull@gmail.com.

Where
Are They
Now?
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Faster and Higher
by Dr. William E. Brown

“They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength;
they shall mount up with wings as eagles.”
Isaiah 40:31a

Dr. Brown’s Top Picks
■

Book

The Great Bridge, by Pulitzer Prize winner
David McCullough
A gift from my wife, Lynne, this book tells the
incredible story of the building of the Brooklyn
Bridge. It reads like a suspense novel!

■

Website

www.christiananswers.net
This site includes helpful movie reviews,
game reviews, apologetics, discussions of
cultural issues, and more.

■

Podcast

www.hutchcraft.com/a-word-with-you
Cedarville friend and cutting-edge youth
speaker Ron Hutchcraft gives practical
advice on living the Christian life.

■

Movie

The Bridge on the River Kwai
Released in 1957, this Oscar-winning
movie is a classic WWII film. You’ll see Alec
Guinness before he was Obi-Wan Kenobi!
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I once stood next to a Boeing 767. It towered 55 feet from the ground to the top of the tail
fin. At more than 200 feet long and 170 feet wide, I felt dwarfed by the immensity of the plane.
Inside, the airliner was nicely apportioned. The newer models have comfortable seats and
personal entertainment systems for more than 300 passengers. Courteous flight attendants
serve food and drinks regularly.
But the 767 was not built to be a large sausage-shaped amusement center and snack bar.
Boeing built it to transport passengers quickly over long distances.
When the 767 is stationary, the law of gravity keeps it in place. At more than 400,000
pounds, a huge amount of energy is needed to even move it along the ground. Yet somehow
this enormous mass of metal can deftly fly 35,000 feet above the earth at 500 miles per hour.
How? The powerful engines are fired up, and once the massive jet achieves the right speed,
it sails into the atmosphere. The law of gravity is still at work, but the configuration of the
aircraft and the velocity of motion introduce another set of laws — the laws of aerodynamics.
Apply that principle to Cedarville University. We see this school as not merely a university
designed to provide students with knowledge and skills for a job. Our vision and goals are much
higher: we want to make a difference in the world for Christ.
With that in mind, we pray and seek God’s wisdom for how we can best prepare students
to influence this generation and the next. The world changes so quickly — how can we equip
our students to be effective for a lifetime of service? What new programs would help fulfill
this vision? How should we upgrade our current programs for greater effectiveness?
But Cedarville students and graduates are not the only way we fulfill our calling to be
salt and light in the world. How can Cedarville provide resources and training for churches
and Christians to minister effectively in today’s world?
As we pray, plan, and work, our Lord overwhelms us with opportunities. The results
have been astounding: revision of the Bible minor, redesigned periodicals focusing on cultural
engagement, establishment of the Center for Bioethics and the Center for Political Studies,
development of the award-winning youth curriculum re:View, new programs in journalism
and pharmacy, more overseas educational experiences, and expanded ministry and
missions opportunities.
But we’ve only just begun. We keep pushing ahead as we plan new graduate programs,
leadership courses, podcasts, films, mentoring series, and online studies.
As you can imagine, these programs affect every area of the University. The energy —
and synergy — is exciting.
No one will ever confuse Cedarville University with a grounded 767. We are riding
the waves of divine aerodynamics for the glory of God — going faster, flying higher!

January 30–31, 2009

Friday, January 30
6 p.m.

Hall of Fame Banquet

SSC Event Rooms

Saturday, January 31
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

Women’s Alumnae Game
Kids’ Basketball Clinic
Men’s Alumni Game
Lady Jackets Huddle Time
Pre-Game Dinner with Players
Women’s Varsity Game
Men’s Varsity Game

Gymnasium
Gymnasium
Gymnasium
Callan 207
Dining Hall
Gymnasium
Gymnasium

Back the Jackets!
Register before January 20 by visiting www.cedarville.edu/alumni
or calling 1-800-837-2566.

A L U M N I A S S O C I AT I O N

“

Celebrating your faith and a Supermileage®
record — all in the same day.
It’s a rare university that can offer you a world-class
educational experience within a vibrant, Christcentered learning community, but Cedarville is just
such a place.

”

Step onto our campus, and you’ll join 3,000 students
from around the world in a daily celebration of faith.
Step into our classrooms, and you’ll be challenged by
top-ranked academic programs. Step out into the
world as a Cedarville alum, and you’ll be sought after
by businesses and graduate schools the world over.
Discover a university that will equip you for true
success. Find out for yourself what makes Cedarville
so unique.

www.SoCedarville.com
Cedarville, Ohio | 1-800-CEDARVILLE | www.cedarville.edu

CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY

Each year teams from Cedarville’s nationally acclaimed Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering and
Computer Science design and build award-winning entries for competitions in everything from
Supermileage® automobiles and solar-powered boats to robotic lawn mowers.
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